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WithoutWire™ (WoW) In-Transit System (ITS) automates the process of building outbound 
shipments and movements between various sites within the ERP.  The system helps to minimize 
the labor and errors associated with performing site transfers from remote facilities that do not 
have wireless or network infrastructure in place through the use of Windows Mobile handheld 
devices and standard integration into ERP systems, like Microsoft Dynamics. 

WoW In-Transit System allows for outbound shipments to be tracked as cargo within containers 
while on the ocean against a purchase or sales order number, along with the automated capture 
of the order level details.    These details include lot numbers, license plate numbers, and 
quantities.   This item-level detail is tied to a License Plate that allows for greatly simplified 
receiving. 

The solution allows administrative control over order creation, capture and timing with a 
seamless integration into the ERP system. 

The system allows for both real-time and batch environments based upon each clients unique 
requirements. 

Standard WithoutWire In-Transit System features: 

  Scan based order level detail captures 

 Automatic inventory item summarization 

 Assignment of order level details to sales or 
purchase orders 

 Support for lot/serial number controlled inventory 

 Support for license plate level inventory control 

 Windows Mobile enabled (touch screen 
interaction)  

 Standard ERP integration (Dynamics) 
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Gone are the days of paper based 
remote inventory transactions, faxing of 
paper documents, transposition errors, 
hours of data entry and delay in data 
reporting. 

WithoutWire In-Transit System provides 
a complete mobile remote inventory 
solution, while providing full integration 
back into the required business systems 
(ERP). 

WithoutWire In-Transit System 
management console (shown on the 
right) provides the ability to manage 
orders, assign orders, view reports, and 
provides the control of integration to 
the business systems, like Dynamics. 

 

WithoutWire In-Transit System is built upon the latest Microsoft technology, thus providing you 
with the comfort level that the system will scale to whatever level your organization requires.  
The major technology components that are used are Windows Mobile, Microsoft SQL server and 
the .NET compact framework.  System reporting and database access is leveraged through the 
use of Microsoft SQL reporting services.   Utilization of the Microsoft technology stack assists 
with long-term return on investment and mapping to the Microsoft technology roadmap. 

Rapid Return on Investment 

 

At Appolis, we believe that any worthwhile software solution in today’s environment requires 
fast return on investment.  WithoutWire In-Transit System provides this promise by driving 
significant productivity increases and cost savings directly to your bottom line.   Typical savings 
to WoW In-Transit System are less than twelve (12) months. 

 

PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENTS  COST SAVINGS 

 Increase speed and capability of the 
remote inventory capture and tracking 

 Reduction or elimination of data entry 

 Access to real-time transactions 

 Scan verification of item level details 

 Seamless Business System Integration 

  Increase speed and capability of remote 
inventory personnel  

 Significantly reduce errors 

 Eliminate or significantly reduce data entry 

 Decrease reporting lag time 

 Provide full audit trail of remote inventory 
transactions 

 


